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1 General Information

Introduction

Scientific and engineering computing plays a vital role in modern industrial and applied mathe-
matics. Good mathematical models and numerical algorithms can nicely, elegantly or efficiently
solve problems which are otherwise difficult and challenging. This workshop aims to bring to-
gether leading experts and excellent young researchers inside and around China to share state
of the art research advances in the field of scientific and engineering computing, foster further
research collaborations and promote novel and revolutionary research ideas.
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2 Schedule

2.1 Day 1, 5 December, Saturday

Time Speaker Title
08:50 - 09:00 Opening
09:00 - 09:30 Huazhong Tang High Resolution Adaptive Moving Mesh Methods

and Its Applications
09:30 - 10:00 Weizhu Bao Energy-stable Parametric Finite Element Methods

(PFEM) for Geometric PDEs and Applications
10:00 - 10:30 Chunxiong Zheng Discrete Integral Equation Method
10:30 - 11:00 Ruo Li 欧拉网格上带锐利界面多介质流体的一种数值方

法
11:00 - 11:30 Shuwang Li Modeling and Computation of A Shrinking Inter-

face
11:30 - 12:00 Zhiwen Zhang Robust Lagrangian Numerical Schemes in Comput-

ing Effective Diffusivities for Chaotic and Random
Flows

12:00 - 12:30 Wenjing Yan Shape Optimal Design in The Incompressible Vis-
cous Fluids Based on The Continuous Adjoint
Method

14:00 - 14:30 Jianxian Qiu The New Hermite WENO Scheme for Hyperbolic
Conservation Laws

14:30 - 15:00 Juan Cheng High Order Multi-resolution WENO Schemes for
Hamilton-Jacobi Equations on Moving Meshe

15:00 - 15:30 Guoxi Ni 柱坐标下含碰撞的 Vlasov-BGK 方程的动理学格
式

15:30 - 16:00 Jun Zhu A New Type of Multi-resolution WENO Schemes
with Increasingly Higher Order of Accuracy for Hy-
perbolic Conservation Laws

16:00 - 16:30 Yinhua Xia Structure Preserving Arbitrary Lagrangian-
Eulerian Discontinuous Galerkin Methods

16:30 - 17:00 Qinghai Zhang Simulating Fluids with Irregular and Moving
Boundaries

17:00 - 17:30 Xianmin Xu Model Reduction Based on The Onsager Varia-
tional Principle

17:30 - 18:00 Jianping Zhao How to Obtain An Accurate Gradient for Interface
Problems?
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2.2 Day 2, 6 December, Sunday

Time Speaker Title
09:00 - 09:30 Weiqing Ren Interface Profile Near The Contact Line in Electro-

wetting on Dielectric
09:30 - 10:00 Zhen Zhang A Second Order Accuracy Preserving Method for

Moving Contact Line Problems
10:00 - 10:30 Quan Zhao An Energy-stable Finite Element Method for The

Simulation of Moving Contact Lines in Two-phase
Flows

10:30 - 11:00 Li Cai IB Method & Application in Cardiac FSI Problems
11:00 - 11:30 Lei Yang A Framework of The Finite Element Solutions

of The Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert Equation on The
Tetrahedron Meshes

11:30 - 12:00 Xiufang Feng An FE-FD Method for Anisotropic Elliptic Inter-
face Problems

12:00 - 12:30 Haixia Dong Kernel-free Boundary Integral Method for Linear
Elasticity Equations on Staggered Grid

14:00 - 14:30 Jinru Chen An extended mixed Nite element method for elliptic
interface problems

14:30 - 15:00 Zhiyue Zhang 退化界面问题的混合增广紧有限体积方法
15:00 - 15:30 Qiaolin He Deep learning-based method for solve incompress-

ible Navier-Stokes equation
15:30 - 16:00 Hanquan Wang A Spectral Element Method and Its Application to

Optical Waveguides
16:00 - 16:30 Yongyong Cai Super-resolution Property of Splitting Methods

for Dirac Equation in The Nonrelativistic Limit
Regime

16:30 - 17:00 Xiaofei Zhao Numerical integrators for disordered nonlinear
Schr¨odinger equation

17:00 - 17:30 Wei Jiang Sharp-Interface Approaches for Simulating Solid-
State Dewetting Problems

17:30 - 18:00 Liang Xu 考虑比热变化的可压缩多介质流界面演变方法
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3 Abstracts

3.1 Day 1, 5 December, Saturday

High Resolution Adaptive Moving Mesh Methods and Its Applications

Huazhong Tang, Peking University
09:00 - 09:30

This talk presents our high resolution adaptive moving mesh methods for hyperbolic conser-
vation laws and its Applications in fluid dynamics. referring to the Arbitrary Lagrangian
Eulerian (ALE) formulation, they can be classified into two classes, i.e. indirect method and
direct method. The indirect ALE-type method is formed by two independent parts: PDE evo-
lution and mesh-redistribution. The first part can be any appropriate high-resolution scheme,
and the second part is based on an iterative procedure. In each iteration, meshes are first redis-
tributed by an equidistribution principle, and then on the resulting new grids the underlying
numerical solutions are updated by a conservative-interpolation formula. The iteration for the
mesh redistribution at a given time step is complete when the meshes governed by a nonlinear
equation reach the equilibrium state. The direct ALE-type method is built on the finite volume
approximation of the PDE equation in curvilinear coordinates, the discrete geometric conser-
vation laws, and the mesh adaptation implemented by iteratively solving the Euler-Lagrange
equations of the mesh adaption functional in the computational domain with suitably chosen
monitor functions.
We also develop entropy stable (ES) adaptive moving mesh schemes for the 2D and 3D special
relativistic hydrodynamic equations. Several numerical results show that our ES adaptive
moving mesh schemes effectively capture the localized structures, such as sharp transitions or
discontinuities, and are more efficient than their counterparts on uniform mesh.

Energy-stable Parametric Finite Element Methods (PFEM) for Geometric PDEs
and Applications

Weizhu Bao, National University of Singapore
09:30 - 10:00

In this talk, I begin with a review of different geometric flows (PDEs) including mean curvature
(curve shortening) flow, surface diffusion flow, Willmore flow, etc., which arise from materials
science, interface dynamics in multi-phase flows, biology membrane, computer graphics, ge-
ometry, etc. Different mathematical formulations and numerical methods for mean curvature
flow are then discussed. In particular, an energy-stable semi-implicit parametric finite element
method (PFEM) is presented in details. Then the PFEM is extended to surface diffusion flow.
Finnally, sharp interface models and their PFEM approximations are presented for solid-state
dewetting. This talk is based on joint works with Wei Jiang, Yan Wang, Quan Zhao, Yifei Li,
David J. Srolovitz and Carl V. Thompson.

Discrete Integral Equation Method

Chunxiong Zheng, Tsinghua University
10:00 - 10:30
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Integral equation method is powerful to handle the PDE problem with nice local symmetry.
Usually, it is coupled with some other numerical techniques to deal with more complicated PDE
problems. In this talk, I will present a discrete version of integral equation method, formulating
which through an operator point of view. Its application to PDE problems and lattice problems
will be reported.

欧拉网格上带锐利界面多介质流体的一种数值方法

Ruo Li, Peking University
10:30 - 11:00

我们发展了一个可以在欧拉网格上，对多介质可压缩流体问题进行数值模拟的算法和相应的
程序。由于应用方的需求，性质迥异的介质之间使用了界面跟踪的方法进行处理，这迫使我
们对两介质黎曼问题发展稳定而高精度近似求解器。一些数值结果展示了目前我们的整个算
法和程序基本上可以使用，并可以对一些相当困难的应用进行初步的模拟。

Modeling and Computation of A Shrinking Interface

Shuwang Li, Illinois Institute of Technology
11:00 - 11:30

In this talk, we discuss two models: a Hele-Shaw problem with a lifting plate and the dynamics
of a permeable vesicle in Stokes flow. Unlike the classical HeleShaw with an expanding interface
and vesicles with conserved volumes, a unique feature of these two models is that the interface
(separating interior and exterior fluids) shrinks. We will present the numerical issues when
computing a shrinking interface and methods to tackle these challenges.

Robust Lagrangian Numerical Schemes in Computing Effective Diffusivities for
Chaotic and Random Flows

Zhiwen Zhang, The University of Hong Kong
11:30 - 12:00

We study the problem of computing the effective diffusivity for a particle moving in chaotic
and stochastic flows. In addition, we numerically investigate the residual diffusion phenomenon
in chaotic advection. Instead of solving the Fokker-Planck equation in the Eulerian formula-
tion, we compute the motion of particles in the Lagrangian formulation, which is modeled by
stochastic differential equations (SDEs). We propose effective numerical integrators based on
a splitting method to solve the corresponding SDEs. We provide rigorous error analysis for
the new numerical integrators and show that our method outperforms standard Euler-based
integrators. Numerical results are presented to demonstrate the accuracy and efficiency of the
proposed method for several typical chaotic and stochastic flow (especially 3D) problems of
physical interests. The existence of residual diffusivity for these flow problems is also investi-
gated.
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Shape Optimal Design in The Incompressible Viscous Fluids Based on The Con-
tinuous Adjoint Method

Wenjing Yan, Xi’an Jiao Tong University
12:00 - 12:30

In this talk, we will briefly introduce the optimal design of an immersed body in the viscous and
incompressible fluid which is driven by the steady-state Navier-Stokes equations. Based on the
continuous adjoint method, the structure of shape gradient for the cost functional is derived by
the differentiability of a minimax formulation involving a Lagrange functional with the function
space parametrization technique. Moreover, a gradient-type algorithm is employed to solve the
shape optimization problem. Finally, the numerical examples demonstrate the feasibility and
effectiveness of the proposed algorithm.

The New Hermite WENO Scheme for Hyperbolic Conservation Laws

Jianxian Qiu, Xiamen University
14:00 - 14:30

In this presentation, we present the new fifth order Hermite weighted essentially non oscil-
latory (HWENO) scheme for one and two dimensional hyperbolic conservation laws, where
artificial linear weights, the zeroth-order and the first-order moments are used in the spatial
reconstruction. We construct the
HWENO methodology using a nonlinear convex combination of a high degree polynomial with
several low degree polynomials, and the associated linear weights can be any artificial positive
numbers with only requirement that their summation equals one. The one advantage of the
HWENO scheme is its simplicity and easy extension to multi-dimension in engineering appli-
cations for we can use any artificial linear weights which are independent on geometry of mesh.
The another advantage is its higher order numerical accuracy using less candidate stencils for
two dimensional problems. In addition, the HWENO scheme still keeps the compactness as
only immediate neighbor information is needed in the reconstruction and has high efficiency
for directly using linear approximation in the smooth regions. In order to avoid nonphysical
oscillations nearby strong shocks or contact discontinuities, we adopt the thought of limiter for
discontinuous Galerkin method to control the spurious oscillations. Some benchmark numerical
tests are performed to demonstrate the capability of the proposed scheme.

High Order Multi-resolution WENO Schemes for Hamilton-Jacobi Equations on
Moving Meshe

Juan Cheng, Institute of Applied Physics and Computational Mathematics
14:30 - 15:00

In this talk, the high order multi-resolution weighted essentially non-oscillatory (WENO)
schemes for Hamilton-Jacobi (HJ) equations on moving meshes are discussed. First, we will
develop a high order arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) WENO finite difference method for
HJ equations, which is based on moving quadrilateral meshes. Next, we are concerned with
the study of efficient and high order accurate numerical methods for solving HJ equations
with initial conditions defined in the whole domain. Specifically, we use the above mentioned
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high order ALE-WENO finite difference scheme in a finite and moving computational domain,
with numerical boundary conditions obtained by solving the characteristic ordinary differential
equations along the artificial boundary of the moving computational domain. The usage of this
moving characteristic boundary conditions allows us to solve the HJ equations in any initial
finite domain that we are interested in, regardless of the magnitude of the initial condition
at the artificial domain boundary. Numerical tests in one and two dimensions are given to
demonstrate the flexibility and efficiency of our schemes on the moving meshes in solving both
smooth problems and problems with corner singularities.

柱坐标下含碰撞的 Vlasov-BGK 方程的动理学格式

Guoxi Ni, Institute of Applied Physics and Computational Mathematics
15:00 - 15:30

等离子体广泛存在于自然现象中，柱对称是许多等离子体现象中遇到的问题。在本文中，我们
设计了一个基于 Strang 分裂的数值格式，用来求解柱坐标系下的带碰撞效应的 Vlasov-BGK
方程，用它来模拟考虑了库伦碰撞的等离子体现象。这里我们将 Vlasov-BGK 方程分裂为沿
着径向 r 的输运-碰撞部分，以及基于电场力、离心力以及科氏力的加速部分。在输运-碰撞部
分中，采用了方程的解析解来设计数值通量，在时仍旧能够接近物理解，并采用了高阶重构，
保证了在径向上的分辨率，在加速部分，我们依旧使用了空间上的高阶重构，以及 RK4 来保
证时间求解的高精度，使得在加速部分的模拟中，依旧拥有很高的物理过程的分辨率。整体
上格式具有二阶的时间精度。在最后，我们使用了一个 Z-pinch 装置模型以及托卡马克装置
中边缘等离子体的电荷分离模型验证了算法的正确性以及有效性，由于考虑了库伦碰撞，我
们在文章中给出了更丰富的结果。

A New Type of Multi-resolution WENO Schemes with Increasingly Higher Order
of Accuracy for Hyperbolic Conservation Laws

Jun Zhu, Nanjing University Of Aeronautics And Astronautics
15:30 - 16:00

In this presentation, a new type of high-order finite difference and finite volume multiresolu-
tion weighted essentially non-oscillatory (WENO) schemes is presented for solving hyperbolic
conservation laws. We only use the information defined on a hierarchy of nested central spatial
stencils and do not introduce any equivalent multiresolution representation. These new WENO
schemes use the same large stencils as the classical WENO schemes, could obtain the optimal
order of accuracy in smooth regions, and could simultaneously suppress spurious oscillations
near discontinuities. The linear weights of such WENO schemes can be any positive numbers
on the condition that their sum equals one. This is the first time that a series of unequal-
sized hierarchical central spatial stencils are used in designing high-order finite difference and
finite volume WENO schemes. These new WENO schemes are simple to construct and can be
easily implemented to arbitrary high order of accuracy and in higher dimensions. Benchmark
examples are given to demonstrate the robustness and good performance of these new WENO
schemes.
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Structure Preserving Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian Discontinuous Galerkin Meth-
ods

Yinhua Xia, University of Science and Technology of China
16:00 - 16:30

In this talk, we will discuss the structure preserving properties of the arbitrary Lagrangian-
Eulerian discontinuous Galerkin (ALE-DG) methods. Based on the time dependent linear
affiffiffine mapping, the ALE-DG methods presented here maintains almost all mathematical
properties of DG methods on static grids, such as conservation, geometric conservation law,
entropy stability and optimal error estimates. Meanwhile the mesh movement function requires
only a very mild Lipschitz continuity and without any remapping. In this talk we will focus
on the structure preserving property of the ALE-DG schemes for hyperbolic conservation laws,
including the positivity preserving property for Euler equations and the well-balanced property
for shallow water equations. The numerical stability, robustness and accuracy of the methods
will also be shown by a variety of computational experiments on moving meshes.

Simulating Fluids with Irregular and Moving Boundaries

Qinghai Zhang, Zhejiang University
16:30 - 17:00

When simulating fluids with moving boundaries, current methods avoid geometry and topology
by converting them into numerically solving PDEs. To remove limitations of this approach,
we tackle geometric and topological problems with tools in geometry and topology. First, we
propose a topological space, called the Yin space, as a mathematical model of physically mean-
ingful regions. Second, we equip the Yin space, both theoretically and algorithmically, with
a Boolean algebra for fluids of arbitrarily complex topology. Third, we develop the MARS
framework to unify current interface tracking methods, to analyze their accuracy and stability,
and to foster fourth- and higher-order methods of interface tracking and curvature estimation.
Traditional finite difference and finite volume methods have long been criticized for their in-
adequacy of dealing with irregular geometries. This weakness can be very much alleviated by
MARS. We demonstrate this point by a fourth-order projection method for numerically solv-
ing the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations with structured rectangular grids on irregular
domains.

Model Reduction Based on The Onsager Variational Principle

Xianmin Xu, Chinese Academy of Sciences
17:00 - 17:30

Many two-phase flow problems are complicated due to the existence of moving contact lines
and shape transition of two-phase interfaces. Both numerical simulations and analytical study
are very challenging, especially to quantitatively compare with physical experiments. In this
talk, we will show that the Onsager principle could be used as a powerful approximation tool
to study these problems. In particular, I show that an efficient diffusion generated method can
be derived for wetting on inhomogeneous surfaces.
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How to Obtain An Accurate Gradient for Interface Problems?

Jianping Zhao, Xinjiang University
17:30 - 18:00

It is well-known that the Immersed Interface Method (IIM) is second order accurate for interface
problems. But the accuracy of the first order derivatives, or gradients for short, is not so clear
and is often assumed to be first order accurate. In this report, new strategies based on IIM
are proposed for elliptic interface problems to compute the gradient at grid points both regular
and irregular, and at the interface from each side of the interface. Second order in 1D, or
nearly second order (except a factor of | logh|) convergence in 2D of the computed gradient
is obtained with almost no extra cost, and has been explained in intuition and verified by
non-trivial numerical tests.

3.2 Day 2, 6 December, Sunday

Interface Profile Near The Contact Line in Electro-wetting on Dielectric

Weiqing Ren, National University of Singapore
09:00 - 09:30

We consider a charged droplet sitting on a dielectric substrate and study the static profile of
the interface near the contact line. We first derive the governing equations using the principle
of minimum energy, then discuss the distinguished limit of the model. Analysis of the inner
problem, which governs the interface profile near the contact line, shows the existence of a well-
defined apparent contact angle. The apparent contact angle depends on the applied voltage
and the thickness of the dielectric substrate, and the relation agrees well with the empirical
Young-Lippmann equation.

A Second Order Accuracy Preserving Method for Moving Contact Line Problems

Zhen Zhang, Southern University of Science and Technology
09:30 - 10:00

The immersed interface method (IIM) has been widely used in simulations of multiphase flows
with closed interfaces. We generalize IIM to simulate the moving contact line (MCL) problems,
which are modelled by the Stokes equation with Navier-slip boundary condition and the contact
angle condition. With the help of variational formulation, the contact angle condition can be
combined with the interfacial kinematics in a weak form. A parametric finite element method
(PFEM) is applied to solve for the interface motion as well as the curvature, which are in turn
used to update the correction terms for the irregular points in IIM. The hybrid IIM-PFEM
method achieves second order accuracy not only in the velocity field, but also in the interface
and the contact line motion. This is validated by numerical results. Moreover, we generalize the
method to account for discontinuous viscosity. Various numerical experiments are presented in
the study of droplet motion and contact angle hysteresis (CAH).
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An Energy-stable Finite Element Method for The Simulation of Moving Contact
Lines in Two-phase Flows

Quan Zhao, National University of Singapore
10:00 - 10:30

The moving contact line model we consider is a sharp-interface model consisting of the two-
phase incompressible Navier-Stokes/Stokes equations with the classic interface conditions, the
Navier boundary condition for the slip velocity along the wall, and a contact line condition
which relates the contact angle to the contact line velocity. We propose an efficient method
for the model. The method combines a finite element method for the Naiver-Stokes/Stokes
equations on the bulk mesh with a parametric finite element method for the dynamics of the
fluid interface.
In this method, the contact line condition is formulated as a time-dependent Robin-type bound-
ary condition for the interface so it is naturally imposed in the weak form of the model. The
numerical schemes enjoy a similar energy law as in the continuum model. Numerical examples
are presented to demonstrate the convergence and accuracy of the numerical method.

IB Method & Application in Cardiac FSI Problems

Li Cai, Northwestern Polytechnical University
10:30 - 11:00

The immersed boundary method is an approach to FSI that uses a Lagrange description of
the structural and an Eulerian description of the fluid-structure system. Based on the weak
formulation, the standard nodal finite element method is used to calculate the internal force
density and the transmission force density. Hence, our approach uses a finite element dis-
cretizations of the structure while using a finite difference scheme for the Eulerian variables.
The proposed method is used to study the fluid-structure interaction problems encountered in
human cardiovascular system (left ventricle, artery, mitral valve and etc).

A Framework of The Finite Element Solutions of The Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert
Equation on The Tetrahedron Meshes

Lei Yang, Macau University of Science and Technology
11:00 - 11:30

A framework of the numerical solutions of the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert equation and a cor-
responding library are developed in this paper. The numerical framework is built on the
tetrahedron meshes, consisting of the finite element method for the spatial discretization and
the implicit midpoint scheme for the temporal discretization. The computational complexity
on calculating the demagnetization field is effectively reduced by using a PDE approach, in
which a gradient recovery technique is used for preserving the numerical accuracy. A C++
library is realized for the numerical simulations, and OpenMP is adopted for accelerating the
simulations. The numerical convergence of the proposed method is studied in detail for the
�MAG standard problem #3, in which a limit value for the side length of the cube is predicted.
The ability of the proposed method on handling problems defined on the complex domain is
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successfully demonstrated by the quality numerical solutions from several examples, in which
the computational domains are the thin films with irregular defects.

An FE-FD Method for Anisotropic Elliptic Interface Problems

Xiufang Feng, Ningxia University
11:30 - 12:00

Anisotropic elliptic interface problems are important but hard to solve either analytically or
numerically. There is limited literature on numerical methods based on structured meshes.
Finite element methods are often used, but the usual average error estimates cannot guarantee
accuracy of the solution near or at the interface. For finite difference methods, it is challenging
to discretize mixed derivatives and carry out the convergence analysis. In this paper, a new
finite element-finite difference (FE-FD) method that combines a finite element discretization
(away from the interface) whose coefficient matrix is a symmetric semi-positive definite, with
a finite difference discretization (near or on the interface) whose coefficient matrix part has
properties of an M-matrix, is developed. An interpolation scheme based on the immersed
interface method is also applied to compute the normal derivative of solution (or gradient)
accurately from each side of the interface. Error analysis and numerical experiments are also
presented.

Kernel-free Boundary Integral Method for Linear Elasticity Equations on Stag-
gered Grid

Haixia Dong, Hunan Normal University
12:00 - 12:30

This paper presents an efficient numerical method for linear elasticity problem on complex
domains in three dimensions. It solves the linear elasticity problem in the framework of bound-
ary integral equations (BIEs), whose corresponding discrete forms are solved with the simplest
Krylov subspace iterative method. Unlike the traditional boundary method, this method evalu-
ates boundary or volume integrals encountered in BIEs by solving equivalent elasticity interface
problem with Lame coefficients taken as constant one. By introducing an additional unknown,
the equivalent elasticity interface problem can be rewritten a system like Stokes equations.
The well-known marker and cell (MAC) finite difference scheme is used to discretize it, and
the resulting linear system is solved by the CG method incorporated with the FFT-based fast
solvers. Numerical results are given to demonstrated the efficiency and accuracy of the proposed
methods.

An extended mixed Nite element method for elliptic interface problems

Jinru Chen, Nanjing Normal University
14:00 - 14:30

In this paper, we study an extended mixed Nite element method for dealing with elliptic inter-
face problems. We propose a discrete mixed approximate form based on the Brezzi-Douglas-
Marini Nite element space and a piecewise constant function space, and show thatthe inf-sup
condition for the discrete problem is uniform with respect to the mesh size and the location
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of the interface relative to the mesh. Furthermore, we derive that the optimal convergence
holds independent of the location of the interface relative to the mesh. Finally, some numerical
examples are presented to demonstrate our theoretical results.

退化界面问题的混合增广紧有限体积方法

Zhiyue Zhang, Nanjing Normal University
14:30 - 15:00

退化界面问题，由于其解的奇异性和低正则性，给高精度的数值计算格式构造带来很大挑战。
我们基于恢复 Puiseux 级数，利用与奇性相关的增广变量，建立求解退化界面问题的高精度
格式，数值实验证明了格式的有效性。

Deep learning-based method for solve incompressible Navier-Stokes equation

Qiaolin He, Sichuan University
15:00 - 15:30

We extend the algorithm presented by Han, Jentzen and E to Navier-Stokes in high dimension,
which is an initial boundary value problem. The equation is reformulated using backward
stochastic differential equations and the gradient of the unknown solution is approximated
by neural networks. Numerical examples show the accuracy of the algorithm, which is quite
effective in high dimension.

A Spectral Element Method and Its Application to Optical Waveguides

Hanquan Wang, Yunnan University of Finance and Economics
15:30 - 16:00

I mainly discuss collocation-based spectral element method and its application to compute
optical waveguides. There are few literature on how to implement collocation-based spectral
element method. I describe how to apply the continuous collocation-based spectral element
method to numerically solve the boundary value problems of the elliptic equations in detail. One
benefit of the method lies on that it can achieve comparably simple programming and yet can
be used to solve complicated problem. This is undoubtedly a value of this method. Application
of the method to study optical waveguide problem are presented. Hints for constructing nodal
continuous/ discontinuous nodal Galerkin spectral methods are suggested too.

Super-resolution Property of Splitting Methods for Dirac Equation in The Nonrel-
ativistic Limit Regime

Yongyong Cai, Beijing Normal University
16:00 - 16:30

We establish error bounds of the Lie-Trotter splitting and Strang splitting for the Dirac equation
in the nonrelativistic limit regime in the absence of external magnetic potentials. In this regime,
the solution admits high frequency waves in time. Surprisingly, we find out that the splitting
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methods exhibit super-resolutions, i.e. the methods can capture the solutions accurately even
if the time step size is much larger than the sampled wavelength. Lie splitting shows half
order uniform convergence w.r.t temporal wave length. Moreover, if the time step size is non-
resonant, Lie splitting would yield an improved uniform first order uniform error bound. In
addition, we show Strang splitting is uniformly convergent with half order rate for general time
step size and uniformly convergent with three half order rate for non-resonant time step size.
Finally, numerical examples are reported to validate our findings.

Numerical integrators for disordered nonlinear Schr¨odinger equation

Xiaofei Zhao, Wuhan University
16:30 - 17:00

In this talk, we will present the numerical methods for integrating a cubic nonlinear Schr¨odinger
equation with a spatial random potential. The model is known as the continuous disordered
NLS. The presence of the random potential induces roughness to the equation and to the so-
lution, which causes convergence order reduction for classical numerical methods. We shall
introduce a low-regularity integrator, where we show how to integrate the potential term and
the nonlinearity by losing two spatial derivatives. Numerical results will be presented to show
the accuracy of LRI compared with classical methods under random/rough potentials from
applications.

Sharp-Interface Approaches for Simulating Solid-State Dewetting Problems

Wei Jiang, Wuhan University
17:00 - 17:30

Thin Solid films are usually thermodynamically unstable in the as-deposited state. Heating can
lead to fragmentation of a thin film and the formation of micro-/nano- solid particles, which
is well-known as solid-state dewetting in materials science. This process is often driven by the
minimization of the total interfacial energy of the system. In this talk, I will talk about how
to theoretically explore this fascinating phenomenon. Taking the 2D case for example, I will
explain the main idea behind these approaches, which includes how to derive mathematical
models and how to use parametric finite element methods to numerically solve these models.
Some extensions to the 3D case will be also presented.

考虑比热变化的可压缩多介质流界面演变方法

Liang Xu, China Aerospace Science and Technology Corporation’s Eleventh Reasearch Institute
17:30 - 18:00

修正的虚拟流体方法（Modified Ghost Fluid Method, MGFM）利用 Riemann 解定义界面条
件，已经成功应用于模拟各种可压缩多介质流动现象。但是，对于气体介质，在定义界面条件
的时候通常将比热冻结为常数。本文给出了一种基于 MGFM 技术的界面条件定义方式，可
以真实考虑温度对比热的影响。

本文首先提出一种通用的 Riemann 问题求解技术，适用于任意状态方程。在这个统一框架
下，可以求解各类多介质多组分 Riemann 问题，包括考虑比热随温度变化的热完全气体。基
于这项技术，本文进一步设计一种双激波结构的近似 Riemann 解，应用于 MGFM 类方法，
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可以有效模拟采用热完全气体状态方程描述的气体介质与其它介质的耦合流动。采用几类典
型的气-气、气-液多介质问题验证并测试该方法。结果表明，该方法能够应用于包含不同类型
状态方程的各类多介质多组分流动。随着温度增加，热完全气体与其它流体相互作用引起的
界面演变现象，逐渐区别于比热为常数的量热完全气体。
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